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“Bitter Coast” | Illustration by Quaenam, DeviantArt

Khajiiti Tales

Would you like to join the Tel Mora staff in TES
lore discussion? Visit us at The Dreamsleeve
Facebook group!

16

Want to contribute to

The Tel Mora Independent?

We here at The Tel Mora Independent Press strive
to deliver the best and most recent additions to
the collective Elder Scrolls community and its
works.
Do you have some art to share? A narrative, essay
or poem to publish? Cosplay? Music?
Send your entries to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com
or visit
telmoraindependent.net/submit-your-apocrypha

“Ascension” | Illustration by Kessava, DeviantArt

Art Policy:

The Tel Mora Independent Press always makes the utmost effort to ensure that the
rights of artists are respected and taken seriously. All pieces used in The Tel Mora
Independent Press are used by express permission of the artist unless the artist
cannot be reached. In all cases, the artist will be noted along with the title of the piece
and the site it came from. The name of the artist will be hyperlinked, as well.
If an artist cannot be found, it will be noted on page 2 that the source is unknown.
If your work is featured and uncredited in an issue of The Tel Mora Independent Press,
please send us an email at telmoraindependent@gmail.com for either appropriate
credit, exchange, or removal of the work
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Apocrypha on the Web
Every issue we share the
best
recent
submissions
available on our website.
Some are humorous, some
frightening. Some are myths,
some are narratives. Some are
long and some are short. It is
these works that we honor here
in the hopes that they will not
be ignored.
To view these works
in
their
entirety,
visit
telmoraindependent.net
or
click the titles to visit them
directly.

What Khunzar-ri: Origin
Has To Tell Us About
Reading Lore

think that if you work yourself the
land maintaining a small farm is
relatively cheap. That is not true
at all.”

EnsignEpic
“Every once in a while, you come
across a work that is more than
what it seems on its surface. The
title and its contents are often
obvious enough, but the hidden
value of the work is in how it
informs your reading of other
works. And to me, that is what
Khunzar-ri: Origin is all about.”

Farmer and Bandit,
Volume 1
Chlodovec
“A lot of money crossed the gates
of the Round Estate, but we never
managed to become rich, as
most of our earnings were spent
on maintaining our farm. People

“Skyrim: Nordic WAAAGH” | Illustration by
Michluha, DeviantArt

The Selectives Lorecast
takes a long hard look at
lore from as many angles as
possible. Seldom do episodes
extend beyond an hour and a
half.

Recent Episodes

Click on the screenshots
below to view the
corresponding episodes.

To see more, visit the
Memospore youtube
channel or RottenDeadite
on Twitch.tv!

Photo courtesy of RottenDeadite

Every two weeks, (usually)
the Selectives convene on
RottenDeadite’s Twitch channel
to stream an episode of The
Selectives Lorecast: A Casual
Elder Scrolls Podcast.
In every episode, a group
of some of the best lore
afficionados in the community
discuss aspects of Elder Scrolls
lore.

Episode 46:
Akatosh

This week, the Selectives talk
about the Time God Akatosh
and how time and dragons
influence the Elder Scrolls.

Episode 45:
Vampires and
Werewolves

Episode 44:
Lesser Daedra

The Selectivestake a stab at
In this episode, the Selectives making sense of the lower
discuss two classic monsters echelons of the Padomaic Ada
- the Daedra.
and their role within TES.
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Editorial

“Peaceful Waters” | Illustration courtesy of Iaspinter, DeviantArt

Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief

I

t lies beneath the skin of
The Elder Scrolls. It’s barely
perceptible, yet lays a
foundation and musculature that
will stick with the series for as long
as it lives in societal memory. It is
the basis upon which the games
are created, the brick to the mortar
of fan expectation.
In its youth, TES was
impressionable. It fell back on the
sorts of fantasy tropes incubated
in Arthurian myth or other classic
fantasy literature - devastating
dragons, powerful and shrewd
wizards, knights in shining armor,
evil sorcerers, et cetera.
It was forced to rely on its
fan base, meager though it was,
to arrive at any real depth in its
subsurface lore while everything
else was pulled almost directly
from common concepts in fantasy
media. There are many in the
community who are unaware, but
a vast majority of the lorebooks in
Daggerfall were actually written by
fans in the now-defunct Bethesda
Softworks Forums and included in
the game at launch.
As a franchise matures and
edges itself further and further
into mainstream culture, one
would think that it would lose its
impressionability and begin to throw
its own weight around, making
waves instead of being moved by
the waves of others, right? This,
unfortunately, has not been the
case for our beloved Elder Scrolls in

the last fifteen-or-so years.
To frame a contrast, The Elder
Scrolls III: Morrowind was a step
in the right direction. It ignored or
twisted common themes of high
fantasy and instead paved its own
way. It took risks, it wasn’t afraid
to have flaws, or to be goofy and
weird, and was a more memorable
game for it. We were given an
alien landscape full of new and
interesting ideas, a departure from
the tried-and-true swords and
sorcery formulae spawned in the
realms of Tolkein, Lewis, and Gygax.
This was a major boon for TES, and
Morrowind is widely regarded as the
best TES game by throngs of fans; it
was a true taste of success.
In the mid-2000’s, however,
the tables began to turn. The year
is 2006. Despite being three years
after the release of Peter Jackson’s
The Return of the King, The Lord
of the Rings cinematic trilogy
dominated the cultural landscape.
It was then what The Avengers:
Endgame and Game of Thrones is
now. The tale of the great War of the
Ring against Sauron, the destroying
of his ash nazg, and the political and
wartime plights of Middle-Earth
were fulcrum to myriad household
conversation.
Even my culturally shallow
and clearly-out-of-touch father
(which isn’t his fault) understood
the main plot points of The Lord of
the Rings. The internet was flooded
with some of the first true memes;
“They’re Taking the Hobbits to
Isengard,” “Lord of the DanceyDance,” “One does not simply walk

into Mordor” and their like were
everywhere. Having been a native
of AlbinoBlackSheep at the time, I
consumed these memes with avid
glee.
And then The Elder Scrolls IV:
Oblivion came, and it fell neatly
in line, riding smoothly on those
coattails instead of flaunting some
tails of its own. Bethesda had
struck gold (and Game of the Year)
with Morrowind, so why choose
the route of assured safety instead
of leveraging what had clearly
worked so well? All eyes were on
Bethesda, waiting eagerly to see
how they could top their crowning
achievement. We were expecting
more of the weird, lovable character
that Morrowind had, but better. And
for our crimes and entitlements,
we were given the red-headed
stepchild that is Oblivion.
One of the most common
complaints about Oblivion (aside
from potato-faces and awkward
dialogue) was the fact that it was
so boring. Tamriel was painted over
with a thick brush full of “generic
medieval Western Europe.” And it
was an enormous step backwards.
Castles, and knights, and “evil
forces” and Sean Bean dying at the
end. It was Lord of the Rings but
set in Tamriel. The connection was
palpable.
Even the Ayleid architecture took
cues from Rivendell and Lothlórien,
but just… broken and with walking
skeletons. We got imps, and ogres,
and minotaurs, and trolls… there
was even a unicorn.
Where’s the weirdness? Where’s
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gritty, shameless realism bordering
on profane, the grays and browns
of a wilder and darker fantasy
genre, ancient and thought-tobe-mythic dragons, and a strange
preoccupation with falling snow.
Oh, did I describe Skyrim by
accident? You bet your fletched
knee I did.
Perhaps I’m attributing the
aesthetic trends a tad liberally. No,
Game of Thrones wasn’t the first
piece of fictional media to be dark,
gritty, and have a color palette of
a bowl of oatmeal. 2010’s Fallout:
New Vegas did the same, Lost aired
its final episode in 2010 and also
featured some of these trends. Even
2009’s Borderlands echoes the
same tropes in its presentation.
The point I’m trying to make
here is that Bethesda has spent
too much time doing what Simon
says instead of slapping Simon
fabulously across the face and
taking the reins themselves. The
Elder Scrolls could absolutely do
it; Skyrim was a massive success,
selling roughly seven million
copies one week in (compared to
Morrowind’s 95,000 copies sold in
the first two months and Oblivion’s
1.7 million in the first month), but
the game itself is incredibly dull.
Even though it was less
of an intellectual success in the
fact that it watered down the

storytelling, gave us a spell as an
always-available get-out-of-jailfree card for when we’re lost (in the
form of Clairvoyance), and included
the map markers and fast-travel
that Oblivion introduced, the game
did extremely well at market. It
catered itself to the more casual fan,
unlike Morrowind, which expected a
little more from us; it didn’t insult
our intelligence, it gave us a set of
directions to follow and let us find
our own way - it didn’t hold our
hands.
I guess what I’m trying to say
is that the casualization is what
allowed Skyrim to be successful
while it simultaneously stood on
Morrowind’s broad shoulders.
The Elder Scrolls could lazily float
downstream along with the rest
of the uninteresting ilk, or it could
cannon ball, shaking things up for
the rest of the genre.
But the question remains which one is more important to
Bethesda and to its fans? What does
“success” really mean? Making
history and a genuinely interesting
game, or taking the easy path to
money? I, for one, firmly believe it is
possible to shoot for the former and
still achieve the latter, and I hope
Bethesda can take the initiative and
tell Simon to bugger off.

“Skyrim fanart“ | Illustration by GiannaCroft, DeviantArt
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the innovation? I’ll tell you where it’s in Gollum’s clutches as he falls
backwards into the core of Mount
Doom.
Alright, maybe I’m being too
harsh. Oblivion eventually made
up lost ground with The Knights
of the Nine and Shivering Isles
expansions, certainly slaking some
of the drought of oddity we’d been
suffering. But even that little bit
of spice isn’t enough to balance
and wash away the overall vanilla
themes that Oblivion had left on our
palate, and it didn’t end there.
In 1996, a man named Martin
published the first in a line of fantasy
novels, and he was heralded the
“American Tolkein” for the world
he had created. The book series
was titled A Song of Ice and Fire,
and its first volume was called A
Game of Thrones. At the time, this
book was wildly popular as far as
literature nerds were concerned, but
given the long wait time between
installments, it fell into relative
obscurity.
At least until HBO laid out plans
to create a television series based
on the novels, the first episode of
which aired in April of 2011 - the
same year that The Elder Scrolls V:
Skyrim would be released.
Game of Thrones brought
certain trends into vogue (or rather
capitalized on existing trends)--
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Additional Skills Required for the

Successful Necromancer
memorable creations I have
Sergius Leviticus
seen in my time on Tamriel are
Contributing Writer
those that are not intact, but in
fact incredibly altered. I have
h, dear acolyte, welcome seen Orsimer thralls comprised
to this, the second of the bodies of ten fierce
volume of my advice to chieftains, the component flesh
you on the skills you will need held together with great iron
to succeed in the necromantic staples. It was truly a beauty to
arts. This volume will focus behold. How do such creations
upon flesh based constructs, come about? Why, the skill of the
the staple of any necromancers creator, of course. Anatomical
horde.
and surgical knowledge are
Once again I harken to my essential for any necromancer,
predecessors words, and remind and should not be forgotten, no
you that although a fresh, fully matter how high he or she rises.
intact corpse provides the... Infiltrate the houses of healing,
healthiest minion, you are free learn, perfect your skills, and
to cut and change the flesh as your servants will thank you
you see fit.
for it, repaying your effort
Indeed, some of the most tenfold. Do not try and subvert
the priests and
healers, not yet.
Wait. Time is not
the foe of the
n e c r o m a n c e r,
and their time
will come. If this
is impossible,
then
practice
upon your own
flesh. Pain is a
great teacher,
and
soon
enough
your
skill will grow.
An
added
benefit
of
infiltrating
places
of
healing,
is
Restoration
magic.
Yes,
yes, I know, it
is anathema to
us. Yet, within
its bounds lie
the secrets to

A

maintaining your flesh-based
servants. It is an effort, to be
sure, but, conversely, what use
is a house minion with a broken
leg? What of the sentimental
attachment some of us have
with our creations? The ability to
restore the flesh, once animated,
can only be a boon to the forward
thinking necromancer.
Here, I harken back to my
own words, in hope you have
studied the previous volume,
and remind you, budding acolyte,
of the benefit of smithing in the
maintenance of your creations.
Leather straps will, again,
reinforce those areas where you
have cut and stitched. Armour
is also advisable, for further
reinforcement of your servant’s
modifications. Alchemy is also
your friend, for many preserving
concoctions exist to further
prolong the longevity of your
servants, though these usually
require additional preparation.
This, I believe, is how the Dunmer
create
their
bonewalkers,
though, having no first hand
experience of the process, I can
not say for sure. Alchemical
preparations during the creation
ritual can imbue your servants
with debilitating secondary
effects. Another method, a
simple means of preserving the
flesh, is mummification. I will
not go into details here, as the
process has been explained at
length by my fellows. However, it
remains a prime example of how
a little non magical preparation
can prolong the usefulness of
your servants.

“DnD Necromancer” | Illustration courtesy of Entar0178, DeviantArt
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Leon Adler
Contributing Writer

W

e were the reason
for life. We were the
reason Nirni could
birth her children, the reason
the sun and stars were born.
And how did they thank us? I
was there when they tore him
apart. Of course, I was there.
“How, how did this cruelty
happen?” you ask. Let me
tell you.
Lorkhaj was
born in the Great
Darkness, and it
filled his heart
and
touched
his
soul.
Through
him
the
Darkness
found its name
and form, and
she was called
Namiira.
The
children
of
Fadomai
did
not
see
her
and neither did
they feel her
presence,
but
Namiira
was
there: to hold
Lorkhaj’s hand,
to chuck him
under his chin
when he was
tired, to kiss his
forehead when
he was sad, to help him
up when he fell down. But
this time, she would not be
able to help him up again.
Because after many phases,
Nirni went to visit them and
she said: “Lorkhaj, Fadomai
told me to give birth to many
children, but there is no place
for them.” And Lorkhaj, in his

undying love for his sisters
and brothers, responded:
“Lorkhaj makes a place for
children and Lorkhaj puts
you there so you can give
birth.” After hearing these
words, Nirni happily thanked
her brother and left.
Namiira
wanted
to
continue to fondle Lorkhaj
but he took her hand and
didn’t let her. “I don’t have
time for this, heart of my

them left and some of them
didn’t want to help Nirni.
She wanted to warn Lorkhaj,
but his ears were closed. He
was too busy helping Nirni.
And one day, she suddenly
noticed great anger rushing
through the air. Lorkhaj’s
work was complete and
Nirni was able to birth her
children. And in his undying
love he had bound the other
children of Fadomai to this
new place too,
so they could
appreciate
his work. But
they
didn’t
appreciate
it. They were
furious because
he stole their
power with this
action, and they
screamed
in
anger.
N a m i i r a
searched
for
Lorkhaj to warn
him, because,
just like her
s a d n e s s
and fear, his
siblings’ anger
did not reach his
ears.
Namiira
seized Lorkhaj,
and tossed him
“Dance of the Three Moons B+W“ around
so he
Illustration by Ky0ushu703,for Beyond Skyrim: Elswewyr DeviantArt
would
finally
Heart. I need to help my open his ears and eyes.
sister.” With these words “Lorkhaj, what did you do?”
He smiled and widened
he got up, zealous glimmer
filling his soul. Namiira could his arms. “Take a look, my
feel his excitement, but he love. Isn’t it beautiful?”
couldn’t feel her sadness And it was. From far away
and fear. She watched over Lorkhaj heard the growling
him in these days. She heard of the angry gods. “Tell me,
the other children say bad heart of my Heart. What is
things about him; some of this noise?”
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The Death of Lorkhaj
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them cared about Namiira,
for their anger was aimed at
Lorkhaj. He tried to appease
them but they didn’t listen.
And when they ripped his
Heart, and with it Namiira,
from his body it was too late.
And Lorkhaj fell. Did
Namiira try to catch him? Of
course. But his body was too
heavy of a burden and parts
of him slipped through her
fingers. Namiira cried and
tried to follow him to Nirni,
whom he was falling down
upon, but she didn’t succeed.
When Lorkhaj hit Nirni she
was able to see Namiira, and
laughed in her devastated
face.
“O Darkness! Your loved
one forgot about you, and he
will now walk upon me for
many phases. Know that I

“Namiira“ | Illustration by Ky0ushu703 for Beyond Skyrim: Elsweyr, DeviantArt
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Namiira took his face into
her hands. “Oh Lorkhaj, your
brothers and sisters are full
of anger because they don’t
like the world you created.”
Lorkhaj was confused.
“But don’t they like my gift?
Don’t they appreciate the
work I did for their sister and
for them?”
“They think you are evil!
And they come to destroy
you!” Namiira cried. “Run,
soul of my soul. I will fight
them off!”
Eternal Darkness flooded
the Aurbis to hide Lorkhaj
from his siblings, but they
were smart and Namiira knew
they would find him soon if he
didn’t move. Lorkhaj didn’t
believe his family would ever
try to hurt him, so he stayed,
and they found him. None of

love him too, for he helped me
give a home to my children.
But you, Great Darkness, you
are a hindrance. That is why
he will forget you and why I
will never allow you to talk to
him ever again.”
So Nirni continued to birth
her children, and Namiira
withdrew from the World,
but couldn’t bear her love
with her, so she made a Dark
Moon out of as much of him
as she had, and departed,
and she covered herself in
her own Darkness and cried.
Knowing she could never
forget her lost love, Namiira
decided to wait in the Dark
Behind the World, to wait until
the very end, if necessary,
for the chance to be reunited
with her beloved. Seeing the
children of Nirni were so
like Ahnurr and their angry
gods, Namiira took pity on
the World, and became as a
mother to the broken and the
bent, who so reminded her
of her dear Lorkhaj. She still
waits in the Dark.

“Lorkhaj“ | Illustration by Ky0ushu703 for Beyond Skyrim: Elsweyr, DeviantArt
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Demiprince: Vivisitium, Scion of Mephala
V

ivisitium is regarded
among the Ashlanders
as
the
child
of
Mephala and an old Telvanni
witch who remained loyal to
the Good Daedra after the
Tribunal ascended. Unlike most
autonomous and powerful
Daedric entities, Vivisitium is
always referred to in the neuter,
even if it takes hermaphroditic
form or is depicted with
exaggeratedly large genitals.
Whereas Mephala is thought to
be the Ashlanders’ Fertility God,
Vivisitium could be colloquially
considered their Infertility God.
Mephala herself is a paradox,
life and death, sex and murder.
She balances out passive

Azura and active Boethiah in
the Chimeric pantheon, and
bears the marks. We look to an
old source to understand this
aspect of Mephala. In an epistle
to the Aldmer people, named
the “Glory to the Webspinner”,
written to curious elves before
the Chimer’s departure from
Elven territories, the Spinning
Prophet writes, “Glory to the
Webspinner! Though murder is
foul, its conclusion is beauty.
Wipe away the veil of time, weld
conclusion to cause to revel in
the art of murder. So it is with Our
Lady. She flayed the Spirit that
Fills the Air and wears her skins
round her womb. She pulled
the teeth from the Gravewalker
and puts them on as talons…
There are three mephallic acts;
the first is Murder, through

“Runaan (v.bloody)” | Illustration by VictoriaDAEDRA, DeviantArt

which one that existed is cut
away, and so that that thing
is no longer in existence… The
second is Sex, whereby that
which does not exist is brought
forth into being…. The third is
the Lie, whereby the existence
or non-existence of something
is questioned and altered.”
This
understanding
of
Mephala is vital because
Mephala herself has given a
fourth interplay to her spawn,
Vivisitium. Vivisitium’s sphere
is difficult to distinguish in so
many words, but the essence
of the demiprince is the ZeroSum of Sex and Murder. Its
sphere includes the concepts of
stillbirths, infertility, infanticide,
matricide, and death during
childbirth, among others. It is
mostly worshipped among the
Ashlander people as a minor
god; idols of it might scatter
certain tents whose inhabitants
feel themselves connected
to Vivisitium (e.g. orphans,
infertile woman, eunuchs).
There is an expression in their
language that equates to “the
Cut-God has filled your crib”
that is used when all possible
outcomes are horrendous. The
reasoning is that a crib filled by
Vivisitium means that either the
mother died during childbirth,
or a dead infant lies in the crib,
and opening the swaddling of
the child will reveal which has
occoured.
Notably alarming rituals
exist to venerate and find favor
with Vivisitium, outlawed by
most Ashlander tribes but
persisting, nevertheless. The
most often mentioned has
many names, most of which
are euphemisms. One youth I
met from a tribe called it “the
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Golden Eye of Mora
Contributing Writer
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cold penis” another called it
“dead man tupping” but the
most common and formal
name for the ritual is “The
Song of Substitution”. First, a
willing woman who had reason
to believe she was carrying a
stillborn, would have difficulty
during childbirth, was infertile,
or had an otherwise similar
reason to undergo the ritual
would request it of the elders
and prepare the necessary
elements. Men who were
either prisoners of war or
unredeemable criminals were
chosen as the sacrifice. The
male is given herbs to stimulate
his nerves, a medallion is
placed in the back of the
birthing canal of the female,
blocking
the
transmission
of fluid, and daedric script
revering Vivisitium is written
across both participants. The
two begin to copulate under
the watch of the elders of the
village, who often employ lesser
daedra to move the unwilling
male in the process. After a
brief period of ecstasy, the male
begins to no longer require the
aid of scamps or seducers to
continue with the ritual, willingly
becoming a participant. Still
unable to stop, he begins to
complain of burning and pain,
his colors turn pallid, he rapidly
loses weight and the markings
drawn on him move to the
woman’s stomach. The result
is a desiccated male and a debt
paid in advance to Vivisitium, so
that a child may be born without
difficulty. Children resulting
from this type of ritual have
distinct personalities and are
often seen as prized members
of society; they have palewhite irises, are soft-spoken,
have exceptionally long lifespans, have slender features
and extremely straight hair,
the females are often infertile,

and the males have sterile
daughters. The last qualities
sometimes lead to chainsubstituting every generation.
Doing so for more than three
or four generations results in
deformed, pale, hairless, longarmed children often sent out
of the village to live in isolation.
Tales of these children are
used to scare to misbehaving

Ashlander
children
into
obedience because they are
considered to have an insatiable
appetite for young children. In
reality, most don’t survive more
than a few years alone in the
ashlands, and the ones that do
seldom see civilization.
Vivisitium is worshipped by
no fewer than three independent
covens of Dunmer witches in

“Mephala, the Wheel of Fortune” | Illustration courtesy of AredheelMahariel, DeviantArt
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Additional Notes:
Lesser Daedra that serve
“Perfecting” | Illustration courtesy of SonicPopsicles, DeviantArt
Vivisitium include the Wombthe ashlands. One was patient to win me over: Vivisitium’s Cutter Scamps, Bloodletter
enough to allow me to ask pocket realms of Oblivion Dremora, Broken-Tusk Xivilai,
some questions on their god are collectively called the and a council of five greater
and its worship. The witches Barren Fields. They are used daedric titans, the cheif of
themselves had all either by many Daedric Princes and whom is known as the “Onecastrated themselves or killed demiprinces (who for some Armed Balance”.
their infant child and removed reason or another don’t want
Worship of Vivisitium was
their wombs in order to join their enemies to remain in their outlawed by ALMSVI in 2E44
the coven. Most appeared respective realms) to imprison following an infiltration of
extremely youthful and in good and torture their enemies. Vivec’s temple in which poison
health, despite their missing Succulus was a Colovian was slipped into His wine in an
organs, but easily aged five or nobleman who paid his way out attempt to render the Warriorsix times their appearance. I of debt with the help of Clavicus Poet impotent. Vivec punished
even thought I caught a few Vile, whose only condition was the
cultists
by
publicly
glimpses of a long-armed and that he be kinder to his wife regenerating their genitals and
pallid inbred child of Vivisitium and always eat her cooking. bedding them.
among their number.
When Succulus arrived home
Vivisitum’s name is where
My conversation with the one day, Clavicus had driven we get the word for “vivisect”,
cultist yielded fruit. She was a his wife to madness and she a practice that began with
thoroughly unpleasant woman, had prepared their own son Telvanni wizards.
bent on trying to convince me to for supper. Succulus refused
Some sources claim that
castrate myself or kill my infant to eat the meal, and so lives Mephala was aroused by Vivec’s
child (initiates lose the ability in his own Barren Field where murder of his own children,
to distinguish gender from the fruit is always just a little resulting in her copulation with
secondary sex characteristics, too high on the branch, and the Telvanni witch.
referring to everyone as “it”, so the water recedes when one
she recommended I do either). reaches down, leaving him
She did, however, divulge eternally hungry and thirsty.
the following in her attempts Some say Molag Bal even sent
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Mannimarco to a Barren Field
for some particularly intense
psychological torment after his
betrayal during the Interregnum
(the King of Rape being more
focused on physical torture).
The horrors of the Barren
Fields are often mentally
taxing in that perhaps one
wouldn’t suffer greatly if they
spent a few hours there, but
given thousands of years, all
hope is drained away. Faithful
worshippers of Vivisitium are
promised freedom from all
punishment and are permitted
to spectate the infinite horrors
to their hearts’ content, as well
as join the Daedra on any Fields
that may require hands-on
participation.
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The Danger of the Daedra

pose. Let us begin by stating thusly:
The Daedra are Sithic fragments
and manifestations. Sithis IS NOT.
Therefore, the Daedra ARE NOT. That
hat are the Daedra if not is where the danger comes from.
chaos, and what is chaos The world fundamentally IS, and
if not a lack of balance? when a world of a thousand shards
What is the current crisis if not of IS is filled with a mass of IS NOT,
something predictable and bound the reaction is bound to favor the
to happen? I had always thought the loosely grouped mass rather than
Master’s opinion of the denizens of the fragmented shards. Therefore,
Oblivion to be excessively harsh, and Oblivion can easily spread into
perhaps—if justifiably—too informed Mundus if given the chance, while
by personal events.
the reverse is nearly impossible.
Now I can see.
Consorting with the Daedra is a
The events of the late First and particularly dangerous activity for
middle Second Era were nothing this very reason. Only a fool or a
compared to this disgrace. Dagon is monster would worship the likes of
reveling in his mad power and lack Molag Bal, Vaermina or—as with the
of any limitations. He is spreading twisted cult that is now suspending
Oblivion in this fragmented world.
us over the edge of doom—Mehrunes
I could go on and on about the Dagon. That much is obvious,
lost dream I witnessed and how this for their spheres all but require
would have been avoided if only and malevolence to pursue. However, the
if only, as I am certain many of my more overtly “benevolent” Daedra
former companions are. There is are no less dangerous. A worshipper
no point. All we have is this broken of Malacath or Azura is generally
shell of a world. Oh, I had to teach well-intentioned and trusting in their
myself how to appreciate it again, patron. A patron who, however, easily
how to tolerate the distractions of it, has the power to spread their world
how to not hide from its Padomaic onto ours, no matter who is willing or
aspects. But now, I know I returned not willing to accept it. As for the two
to it for a purpose. This world cannot examples provided, Azura’s more
be made perfect and free of the
snares of Oblivion. After the events
of five years ago, I firmly doubt even
that another world can be made
for that purpose and succeed. Nirn
is inevitable, broken, chaotic, dirty,
and to be cherished. Because the
beauty of a sunset, the taste of even
the simplest berry and the song of a
small bird bring more joy than all the
perfection you could imagine. You
can’t have that pure joy without pain
and chaos. And now this world’s ruin
is threatened.
Which brings me back to my
point—the Daedra, their nature,
and the immense danger that they
Aldras Feldrano
3E433

W

spiteful acts are well-known by now,
while any reading about Malacath
will reveal his callousness and love
for brutality.
The exception to this rule appears
to be Meridia, who was seemingly
grouped together with the Princes
for lack of a better category. Meridia
could best be called a quasi-Daedra
or anti-Daedra, as her actions as
keeper of balance seem to reflect
the actions of a being of IS, and
she generally lacks the pettiness
associated with her brethren. She
acts as a force of order rather than
chaos, and has antagonized Sithic
beings for as long as could be
recorded.
Dagon, meanwhile, is the purest
expression of chaos and IS NOT in
its purely destructive aspect. He has
burned towns and cities, ravaged
families, tormented youths and now
he attempts to do what Molag Bal did
long ago—rule over Nirn. But instead
of pulling Nirn into his realm, he is
pushing the Deadlands out onto it.
This is not an invasion to be fought
with swords, but with wit. I exhort
you, my colleagues and friends,
curse Lehkelogah and banish him
back into his realm of death and
brimstone!

“TES Watcher Concept” | Illustration couirtesy of Serpentwined, DeviantArt
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In Defense of the Daedra
aimlessly and yet also with the solace and safety of brick
some aim, until we reach a walls, and only finding the agents
refugee camp outside the city of order, dressed in uniform,
A response to Danger
turning them away, just
of the Daedra by Aldras
doing their jobs, crushing
Feldrano
hope
and
spreading
despair, and all the while
ome weeks ago
wearing the faces of stoic
I came to some
righteousness.
village in County
Apparently, the whole
Cheydinhal
with
my
county was under attack
younger sister, Llevana
by Daedra. Maybe even
Nerethi. We came from
the whole country.
Morrowind, due to the
Maybe even the whole
rising political tensions
continent.
and the decline of the
So we spend some
Tribunal Temple.
days in the camp and
one day some bloke just
She came with the
hands me a pamphlet.
intention of starting a
The Danger of the
family. Me, I just wanted
Daedra,
by
Aldras
some peace and quiet.
Feldrano.
In any case, we used
The title amused me,
our collective savings to
so I decided to read the
buy a small cottage in
whole thing. And now I’m
the village, and I thought
writing a pamphlet of my
about saving enough
own, in response.
money for a little cottage
What are the Daedra if
of my own before I’d be
not chaos?
swarmed by her future
That is how Feldrano’s
brats. I want nothing to
drivel begins. It’s true
do with children, least of
enough, I suppose. But
all whatever my sister is
then he says:
going to spawn, and if I
and what is chaos if
have to deal with them,
not a lack of balance?
I prefer to do it as rarely
When
I
stumbled
as possible, elsewise I
upon that unfortunate
run out of politeness and
atrocity of words, I had
patience.
no idea if I wanted to
Well, some weeks after
laugh or to scream. The
I arrived, the village was
sheer wrongness of the
attacked by nuisances of
sentence left me baffled.
Oblivion, namely scamps
You
cannot
have
and dremora. A whole
balance with a one-sided
pack of them. Many
coin. To think otherwise is
“Azura, the Star” | Illustration courtesy of AredheelMahariel, DeviantArt
people died.
nonsense.
Naturally,
scared
and of Cheydinhal. Whole bunch of
Not that I have anything
frightened after escaping with people from all kinds of towns against nonsense.
our lives, we wander around, and villages in the county, seeking
Now, I will admit that I am
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Hlodala Nerethi
3E433
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biased. I have always been more
fond of chaos, rather than order.
I have killed scum in the name
of Boethiah and drunkenly made
love to my friends in the name
of Sanguine, illegally hunted
deer in the name of Hircine,
participated in failed revolutions
in the name of Mehrunes
Dagon, stolen diamonds in the
name of Nocturnal and written
absurd poems in the name of
Sheogorath. I have done all these
things, out of genuine admiration
for the Daedra. And I do not have
regrets.
But you cannot have balance
with pure order, and neither can
you have balance with pure
chaos....and to be frank, you
cannot have Mundus without
both.
Believe it or not, but I do
appreciate order, in my own
way...where’s the fun in breaking
the law if there is no law to break?
Anyway, enough of that.
Feldrano goes on to ramble
about some dream he had, and
he says :
This world cannot be made
perfect and free from the snares
of Oblivion.
The world is already perfect,
BECAUSE it is not free from the
snares of Oblivion, just as it is not
free from the ghosts of its creators.
The imperfections are what makes
it so perfect.
He goes on to say :
Which brings me back to my
point—the Daedra, their nature,
and the immense danger that they
pose. Let us begin by stating thusly:
The Daedra are Sithic fragments
and manifestations. Sithis IS NOT.
Therefore, the Daedra ARE NOT.
That is where the danger comes
from. The world fundamentally IS,
and when a world of a thousand
shards of IS is filled with a mass of
IS NOT.
Lest you forget, old man, the
whole wide world was created

by the interplay of IS and IS/
NOT. Neither of us would be here
without the combination of order
and chaos, the intense intercourse
of Anu and Padomay. When
those things are considered, your
arrogant claim about Sithis being
somehow existentially dangerous
becomes all the more annoying to
me.
Immense danger. Immense
danger to what? None of the Lords
and Ladies of Oblivion really want
Nirn to be gone. Not even Molag
and Mehrunes, though they’d
probably tell you otherwise, just to
avoid appearing sentimental.
I’ve had drinks with Uncle
Sanguine on a few occasions, and
I’m telling you, he is quite harmless
himself. At least, that’s what he tells
me, and I am very much inclined to
trust whoever truly knows how to
have fun. If you end up drowning in
your own bodily fluids, that’s YOUR
fault, not his.
You can’t have that pure joy
without pain and chaos.
I couldn’t have said it better
myself.
Consorting with the Daedra is a
particularly dangerous activity for
this very reason.
No, consorting with the Daedra
is a particularly dangerous activity
if you have no idea what you’re
doing. If you contact Dagon,
Boethiah or Bal out of the blue for
no reason, you’re probably going to
die, but Uncle Sanguine is almost
never busy, and he ( sometimes
even she! ) is always happy to
head down to Mundus for a mighty
meal and a drink and maybe even a
carnal union of flesh.
Only a fool or a monster would
worship the likes of Molag Bal,
Vaermina, or--as with the twisted
cult that is now suspending us
over the edge of doom--Mehrunes
Dagon.
The foolish monster that I am,
once spent some time in a temple
of Vaermina. Eventually, I left...but

not before training my psyche, by
exposing my mind to all kinds of
terrors and horrors. Vaermina is a
cruel mistress, but her teachings
are not without practical use.
Dagon, meanwhile, is the
purest expression of chaos and
IS NOT in its purely destructive
aspect. He has burned towns and
cities, ravaged families, tormented
youths and now he attempts to do
what Molag Bal did long ago—rule
over Nirn. But instead of pulling
Nirn into his realm, he is pushing
the Deadlands out onto it. This is
not an invasion to be fought with
swords, but with wit. I exhort
you, my colleagues and friends,
curse Lehkelogah and banish him
back into his realm of death and
brimstone!
Blah blah blah. If this old fool
knew Dagon, really knew Dagon,
he’d know that this invasion is
just a means to an end, as is
everything else Lord Dagon does.
It will eventually be stopped, by
vast armies or a gallant hero, or
whatever. I hate to inspire hope,
but his defeat will come, sooner or
later.
Dagon is the Prince of
Destruction, and destruction is the
herald of change. In order to bring
about summer, winter must vanish.
In order to build a timber house, you
need to cut down a tree. In order for
something to live, something must
die...whether it be a potato plant or
a cow.
And so on and so forth.
Don’t get me wrong, Dagon
is evil, but he is a necessary evil.
As one of the four corners of the
House of Troubles, he has always
been a necessary evil.
I have said enough. In case I am
questioned by the legal authorities,
none of what I have said is true.
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The Danger of the Daedra, Part 2
are dead, and so is the Wizard. We
are nearly defenseless against your
In Answer to the Defense, and false god’s assault.”
As I touched upon in the
the Mythic Dawn correspondence
letter, we have grown complacent
t has come to my attention that and underestimate the danger
a Hlodala Nerethi has written a of the Daedra, because there
scathing reply to my previously have historically been defenses
published pamphlet. I read it. And against them. The Dragonfires
it cannot be denied that said reply have burned since the First Era,
is rather clever, despite the name- hindering the Princes of Oblivion
calling and the un-scholarly diction from manifesting on Nirn. When
throughout. At the same time, I had that proved insufficient and Gilto defend my views in front of a Var-Delle was destroyed, the
Mythic Dawn member.
Coldharbour Compact was signed
This has inspired me to write a to further impede them. Neither
second pamphlet, this time in reply form of protection was particularly
to the aforementioned criticisms.
strong, admittedly, as the chaos of
First, I will place, almost in its 2E582–2E588 shows, but it was
entirety, the letter I wrote to the certainly better than nothing. Now?
Mythic Dawn member, as I believe Now the Dragonfires are unlit, and
its contents to be pertinent to what the Compact is a scrap of paper
I will say:
kept in Mournhold’s archives in the
“You
misunderstand
my desperate hope that somebody will
point. The Daedra exist in the eventually have the ability to revive
conventional sense, and are as real it. The Daedra can walk around
to us as any being of this world. It is Nirn—stomp around Nirn—utterly
a fundamental contraction, that the unimpeded.
Daedra are, and yet ARE NOT.
It is true what Nerethi said,
The presence of chaos in the that none of the Princes want Nirn
world of many parts is unavoidable completely “destroyed”. But Molag
and even somehow contributes to Bal wants to
its beauty. The spread of that chaos steal
it
for
is what brings the nightmares we himself, as the
now face. There is more Padomaic aforementioned
force afoot than this world can events in the
withstand without the balance Second
Era
shifting away from it. Joy is brought show.
More
by order returning after chaos, IS relevantly
to
NOT being supplanted by IS. What the situation at
your group is doing, instead, is hand, Mehrunes
supplanting IS with IS NOT. That Dagon wants
can only bring pain in the long run. to
extend
Already the world is bent under the his
influence
weight of Oblivion. And I tremble, for over Nirn, and
I know that for the first time in Eras, envelop it in the
our world lacks two of the greatest essence of his
forces protecting us from the IS NOT until all
Princes of Oblivion. The Dragonfires we know is pain.

I

They do not wish to obliterate it,
they wish to make it little more than
an extension of their infernal realm
and torture and kill its inhabitants.
Speaking of the aforementioned
Gil-Var-Delle, its ruins are still kept
as a memorial. I would invite sera
Nerethi to visit them, and imagine the
cries of the city’s children when they
awoke with their houses aflame.
Think—how many of them could not
get away in time? As for Dagonian
ruins, Morrowind is littered with
them. Old Mournhold. The many
ruins of Vvardenfell. Molag Bal
and Mehrunes Dagon leave behind
them a trail of destruction and fire.
Is this really what you want for your
sister’s children?
We can’t afford to ignore the
Daedra anymore. Dagon’s forces
advance every day, and very little
can stop them. There are two
possibilities from now on—one, a
new form of protection will rise to
halt the Sithic advance. Two, dark
times await, where we can only
desperately attempt to defend
ourselves from a force greater than
us.

“Xivkyn Dreadguard. Commission”
Illustration courtesy of Basket-of-Potatoes, DeviantArt
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Darna di Kha’jay
Theft of Moons, Volume 1

“The Sands of Elsweyr” | Illustration by Wolchenka, DeviantArt

S’rranja-daro

S

’rranja-daro
knows
much, yet tells little,
albeit maybe more than
the typical lying jaguar-jo on the
busy bazaar street. Listen well,
young ja’khajiit, and you too will
learn of the greatest story ever
told. Darna di-Kha’Jay, Theft of
Moons, a song of older songs,
once sung better. We hope, too,
in listening, to grow better like
Raj does, through every trial he
faces. The Moonsong of the
Theft is a story too rich to be
told in one tongue, and so it shall
rely on many to convey its true
message. And soon, with this
secret moonlight in your eyes,
like the pupiled stars of Azurah
herself, you too shall dance to
the precious mew of Riddle’Thar.
Walking through thirty-six
chambers beneath newer canyon

Abodes of Ignominy, Raj tread
forth with a hop in his step and a
grin in his jaw. All came by route
of lately-early waters, South,
meeting some lower riverbanks
of the area. Astride him was his
new green staff, taken from the
western valewood. The journey
so far had been walked along
easily enough. Why couldn’t it
be? After all, many could learn to
walk. Especially Raj-dar -- the
swiftest climber on Tamriel. The
Quin’rawli rogue so grasped his
sack with joy.
Tokholorkay and Katahsa
walked silently along the
middle path (in their usual,
adjacent demeanor) from the
main thoroughfare. They tread
restlessly, having been bothered
along the way by Baanzani the
previous day. He would not
cease stopping their daylong
ceremonies for the sake of his
pondering, the likes of which
many towns nearby could

“An Oriental Tale” | Illustration by Nimrais, DeviantArt

answer. He asked for completely
senseless things, like how many
Aedra dance on the tip of a claw?
Where do flowers grow like no
others ever could? And just
who sold the best goblin pieces
around here? Colorful though
he was, he had been so noisily
disruptive!
“Every peace is best.”
mouthed the farseeing cat,
graciously allowing the pupil
to walk behind him. At this
conclusion, Baanzani swallowed
his last succulent goblin bite
and stopped talking. He still
followed, pupils wide and curious
to see what would unfold before
him. No, he would not be lost so
easily. He had traveled all the way
from Orcrest! Clasping his silver
moon belt buckle to adjust a
thick blue sari over his linen budi
shirt, he followed Katahsa-Dro
on the right path to Riverhold’s
Temple, of Two Moons Dance.
Do’Tokolorkay had split ways at
the first intersection, assuring
that each road around the other
side of the courtyard to the
ceremonial pavilion would be
walked upon. Clearly Baanzani
saw that he was not the only
follower. Raj joined the Earthen
master on the west field as
Baanzani nervously shook his
head around him, awaiting more
mysterious followers.
They would come… yet
that which really did confuse
Baanzani on this path was
never inquired from him at all:
what were such strangers doing
coming into his homeland from
elsewheres? Where else would
be represented among them?
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other challengers, they all wore
ominous cat-eared helmets,
almost as if to disguise their
true faces from a congregation.
They quickly followed behind
Raj; who too followed behind
Do’Tokolorkay, but not too
closely. Never.
Another
triad
of
odd
garments stood forth. Two
armored Cathay-raht and a
Cathay Clan Mother wistfully
obscured two shadowy figures

behind them. Both were dressed
as old rovers, hiding their tails,
from the Northeast and West
of the North. Their faces were
not able to be seen, but two of
their convoys dressed in the
armor of Blades, where the
central priestess, a wise and
mysterious clan mother named
Ha’alesha, would lead the small
throng across the sands above
to Riverhold where their master
would temporarily let them

step. Ha’alesha’s tongue was
as sharp as her claws; her red
mashi was long and flowy in the
dune-ridden winds, and many
fires burned from her glances.
She imposed one such unlikely
glance of familiarity over all who
dared surround her consorts.
Two Blades beside her donned
weary and surprised looks on
their exposed faces, as if they
had just witnessed Big Walker
at Rimmen. The lighter equipped
one
wore
ceremonial
blue
wings
on her plates,
honoring
Khenarthi.
Were they
really from Ne
Quin-al?
Hunal the
Moon-Bishop
f o l l o w e d
after
them
for awhile, as
if
breaking
eggshells each
step.
While
this was only
p r o v e r b i a l l y,
of
course
KatahsaDro
could
hear
white
moonstones
cracking
in
each of his
steps.
Only
because
of
Hunal, because of their samadi,
would this whole consort
witness no immediate wrath of
certain judgement. Of course,
Katahsa-Dro was still to keep
his honorific -Ri after everything
would be said and done. He had
often been the de facto ruler of
these things.
The two parties, finally at
parade rest, sat down at opposite
ends past a central square
courtyard. The first camp was
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Copperheads? Rhojiit? The
sands of Llesw’er?
It had been too early to tell
-- one must wait and see to
understand. There and then,
three renrija bandits entered the
ritual from the far east, passing
Riverhold by route of geography.
Like the first two masters of
Riddle’thar, these three walk
together in synchronicity -- in
honors removed from the higher
status of the two. They have
walked too far
from the proper
deserting
traditions
of
vast-duned
Ne
Quin-al
or
vibrant
Pa’alatiin. Tsk,
tsk, no. They
arrived
from
a less farfetched east.
T h e s e
travelers went
by
strange
names,
and
wore garments
as strange as
those names,
but they were
not the only
strangers
among Raj and
the other rakiitdo.
Always
trying to step
ahead of the
other
two,
Ahziss hid a golden tongue, so
people liked to listen to him, very
much like Ha’alesha. Var’voji
was stealthy, but noticeably
two-toned. It caused people
to second guess whatever
they meant any time they said
something. S’Asshi-Sahi, in
slightly less armor than the
rest, resembled a gray tabby.
She constantly held on to her
satchel, teeming with the notes
of many rishajiit. Unlike the
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parked to the west, by formal
entrances on the left face of the
temple. The right face of the
temple would hold Ha’alesha’s
pro-foreigner employment, and
the left would carry the oddly
masked easterners, the only
ones to bear star-shapes in
their Jones and Jodes. Such
oddly shaped moons these folk
acknowledged.
It would begin soon! Raj could
barely contain his excitement,
the only one smiling in
procession. Baanzani, honored
to be here, had frowned in
discouragement, having no idea
what exactly he was stepping
into. He and Raj followed the
two respective sages behind
closely, where the larger parties
on each side would depart at the
halfway mark. The two fore-cats
almost stopped, if not instructed
by Do’Tokolorkay’s affirmative
grunt, to press forward in
following with keen esteem.
Do’Tokolorkay was small for
a Tojay, but he clearly was one.
He had a clipped ear, missing
eye, and a stray calico patch over
the left of his bosom. Another
one covered his eye. He sat
down first, even though he was
second to arrive. His shoulders
naturally aligned to their burly
stature, he gently rested his
open fists on crossed knees.
He finished chewing a scrap of
rawhide, spitting out. He didn’t
like wearing his budi, either. Just
his favorite pair of sirwal harem
trousers, darker than a yokudi
corsairs’ on the midnight tide.
Katahsa-Dro was cathayraht, and his golden spots were
shaped like connected leaves. A
reddish brown coat reflected the
light around his forthcoming.
Always overdressed for the
occasion, he wore a proud robe
from the Elsweyr Confederacy

era. He held a scimitar of similar
age, perhaps overdressed as
well, or perhaps this too was
deception. Many joke that
Katahsa-Dro’s
flamboyant
fashion sense resembled that
of those Akaviri invaders at
Rimmen, but only when they
thought he wasn’t around. He
respected the many sugars of
refinement and tradition.

They both sternly sat on
ascetic ottomans prepared
at the top of the initial stairs.
Temple Proper. Do’Tokolorkay
finished grooming and folded
his arms, expanding his chest.
Katahsa-Ri hid his claws within
widened sleeves. Raj and
Baanzani instinctively stopped
at the base of the steps.
“Today we honor the Lattice

“Khajiit” | Illustration by Fox-Ymoron, Artstation
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leisurely stroll to his apportioned
pillow seat.
“And Raj...” Katahsa paused
for another while to clear his
throat. It did not need to be
cleared.
“di Black Kiergo. Countless of name. Banished of our
temple, and long forbidden to
study, you’ve returned to make
peaceful amends with us, and
our people, by seeking to redeem
yourself and stake your claim.
If such is even a worthy tent
to mallet, we shall see. Warm
sands, I suppose.”
Do’Tokolorkay
growled
affirmatively, and spat towards
the pillow that had already been
sat in. He had hot blood left in
his mouth to spit, perhaps a
gesture for acknowledgement.
Or admonition.
At this, all four heads bowed,
it being obvious to each of them
what would occur next.
Baanzani’s whispering fang
style was simply not enough to
meet the merit of Raj, who stood
nearly still displaying naught but
the wild chase of geese. Once
Baanzani (whose dual moons
of Baan Dar and S’rrendar’s
lesson, strength of mercy)
faltered
over
misperceived
feigns, he refused to yield to
Raj’s renrijiitay deathgrip, which
awkwardly stapled his wrist
to his shoulder blade from the
rear. To everyone’s surprise, the
gentle smirk of a thief showed
no excessive violence. Raj in fact
relented in most sanctimonious
dismay, and ended the match by
dislocating Baanzani’s shoulder.
Mercy for mercy, KatahsaDro squinted. Raj hid well… most
melee involving rawlith khaj cost
a broken bone or two. But then
Raj also graciously worked to
pop the limb back into place.
It took a few tries (and winces
from the crowd,) but they finally
got it back in place.

Baanzani was such a good
sport about it all!
Do’Tokolorkay
impatiently
rolled his eye and handed out
a wave, suggesting everyone
hurry up already. Katahsa-Dro
nodded, “Although you are wise,
Baanzani, and fought well, Raj
here has proven himself the
stronger climber. By the very
lick of chance, you happened
to fight using your devoted
style, Whispering Fang. But
your scholarship fell prey to dire
reality...a reign of sand.”
Everyone gasped at the
revelation. Raj squinted at the
occlusive cunning. How’d he
know? Once Baanzani made
sense of the situation, his eyes lit
up -- actually visibly impressed
with himself.
“This match was over
when it began, I saw it clearly,”
Katahsa-Ri boasted with aloof,
“Now summon our beloved
Ha’alesha’s famous consorts,
for it is time to begin the dance
of sand and stone.”
The
two-toned
soldier
snickered. Difficult to tell whether
it was a he or a she. A golden
and silver helmet followed,
until they stepped behind two
paces so that the others could
reach the top first. They could
stand missing the first duel, it
seemed, but they didn’t want
to be excluded from the next.
The summoned procedures
would have to tail them. Oh well,
Do’Tokolorkay shrugged.
It would not be the first time
he and his Moon-Brother had
ever multitasked, albeit would
be the first time they did it so
cooperatively. Fede hirsinith!
Swift hunting. For it takes two
cats to truly dance.
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with choices of climbing.
Baanzani and Raj, please ascend
the steps into the lacuna’s
foreground, to commence the
first trial of our most cherished
festivities.”
Baanzani
stepped
first,
knowing they would well prefer
that. His dress was cleanly, but
he rarely attended to it, and they
had personally summoned him
to arrive by courier’s notice,
specifying preference. When he
bowed at the top, he then faced
their centerpoint. KatashaDra closely read a bone scroll,
steadily guiding his patient eyes
with a moonstone stylus, to find
his client. “Aha.”
“Baanzani di Torval, second
of your name, favored of
Temples, and appointed of the
Moon Bishop, you have been
called to this trial to bear witness
for our glorious people. Having
mastered the defensive baan
dar tradition of whispering fang,
you’ve been chosen for your
wisdom, grace, and,” the sage
paused a moment to collect the
lint out of his ear, “uncanny ability
to ask countless questions,
perhaps not all of which can
even be answered. Please, sit.”
Elder Cat then gracefully
motioned to his side of the
veranda,
which
Baanzani
figured must have been good.
He followed and sat down, as
obedient as an alfiq’s dog. The
pillow was well kempt, unlike the
other one on Scary Cat’s side of
the place.
Raj’s attire was humble: the
same shalwar kameez he wore
his whole life from the slums.
Dusted and torn, it bore an
earthy, olive color and sported
a highly-split chaak for freedom
of movement. His sack was tied
to the end of his staff, facing to
the sky. He quietly carried it over
his shoulder, paying no notice
to any leaders before him, to
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Letter from the editor
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Andrew Watson
Editor-in-chief

people, you have my undying
gratitude for choosing to join me
on this journey.

year ago, I launched a
project born of passion.
I purchased a domain
name, paid for a year’s worth of
hosting, and got to work.
My vision was to create
a series of publications that
showcase the art and artistry of
other TES fans, offering a place
to combine the best of art and
writing in the community.
What you see now is the
result of twelve months of
constant work, communication,
and collaboration with some of
the coolest cats this side of the
Pelletine.
This issue marks a serious
waypoint for not only me as Editor,
but for us as a community - for
twelve months solid, we’ve come
together in various capacities, to
put together a truly remarkable
publication that will, I hope, stand
the test of time.
It’s been one hell of a ride. I’ve
made some lifelong friends, and
lost a few along the way, for what
it’s worth, but I know that without
all of these people, The Tel Mora
wouldn’t be what it’s become,
and I am privileged to know or
have known all of you, whether
we agree or not.
On top of that, I’ve had the
pleasure to work with artists
and authors, both in and out of
the TESLore subreddit. To you
amazing, splendid, fantastic

But with this issue also
comes the close of The Tel Mora
Independent Press’s first Volume.
Twelve issues and An Aurbic
Primer. Twelve and One.
After this issue’s release, I
fully intend to put my feet up for
a spell.
Before we misunderstand, this
is far from meaning that I’ll sit
idle; quite the contrary.
Being the kind of guy who
doesn’t let the grass grow under
my feet, I’ve got a slew of projects
I intend to be working on that,
believe it or not, will still fall under
the Tel Mora parasol.
First, I’ll be updating and
releasing a second version of
An Aurbic Primer, my FAQ-esque
document that serves to explain
nearly any lore-based question
one might have. It’s chock full of
handy graphics, definitions, and
explanations and before too long
I’ll have crammed a little more
into its modest pages.
I’m also working on setting up
a merch store for The Tel Mora
Independent Press. Some have
requested that I set up a Patreon
or some such for The Tel Mora,
but, honestly, I’m not in this for
the money. Least I can do is, if
you’re just dying to support this
magazine, get you a t-shirt or a
sticker or two for your wayward
drakes.
Unfortunately,
due
to

A

copyright concerns, I doubt I’ll
ever be able to sell printed copies
of the issues, so that’s a bummer.
What’s more, I intend to give
the Tel Mora website a thorough
swabbing and give the old girl a
head-to-toe tune-up.
I’m also going to be involved in
an upcoming comedy radio show
centered around the early history
of the Aurbis and may even lend
a voice or two - keep an eye on
the Tel Mora page for updates on
that front.
I’ll likewise be on my usual
perch atop the TESLore subreddit,
doling out the harshness or
whatever we moderators do. I’ll
be running The Dreamsleeve
Facebook group, monitoring my
discord server, partaking in The
Selectives Lorecast and having
some Casual Lorechats of my
own...
Fact of the matter is, I’m
knackered, and taking The Tel
Mora Independent Press issue
production off my plate for a
couple months will probably
be good for my mental health,
considering all the other junk I
tend to juggle.
Fret not, dear reader, as with
this lull in production comes
something exciting, something
novel, something better than
we’ve done before, and I hope
to see you at the open of The
Tel Mora Independent Press’s
Volume Two.
Cheers!
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Calendar

Serpentwined
Contributing Writer and Artist
“The Steed is one of the
Warrior’s Charges, and her
Season is Mid Year. Those
born under the sign of the
Steed are impatient and
always hurrying from one
place to another.”
―The Firmament
Those born in the season
of Midyear (June) 1st - 30th
Soul color: White
Temperament: Fleeting,
unpredictable, and require
encouragement and support
of their peers. Even when
all is right with the world,
The Steed will still display
fickle signs. This irritable
personality of The Steed is a
side-effect of their extremely
intuitive emotions. This sign

often feels the tremor of
thunder before the clouds
gather, and will not hesitate
to warn those around them
who have yet to see danger
–possibly appearing as a
paranoid fool.
Abilities: Despite The
Steed’s intuitive senses,
those born under this
sign tend to become very
athletic warriors. As their
emotions become like lead
ankle weights, everything
else in life seems lithe and
light. They are naturally fast
runners and able to carry
as much weight as a beast
of burden. The term ‘night
in shining armor’ is fitting
for The Steed. They are not
brutal beasts, but elegant
guardians.
Friendships and Family:
Having the steed in your
life is hardly different then

owning a horse, as belittling
as it may seem. Fickle, and
emotional they may be; if
you treat them kindly with
reassurance, and don’t take
their negative feelings to
heart, The Steed will be the
most loyal and appreciative
friend you may ever
experience. You can depend
on The Steed, but do not
expect them to share their
deepest feelings with you.
Success: Once resolving
their own insecurities, The
Steed is unstoppable. Their
strong intuition, sensitivity
to others, and perceptive
intelligence easily sets them
at the top. They are forward
thinkers, almost clairvoyant…
Romance: Others may
sense the deep sensual
emotions and passion of The
Steed. They will be drawn to
it like a fool, graced by the

All holiday information taken from The Elder Scrolls Wiki and UESP
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presences of a wild horse
in the meadow. Approach
with caution, expect them to
flee, if you are patient and
offer trust, those under the
sign may slowly approach
you. Lead with kindness, and
make the first move –but do
not advance quickly.
Struggles: One who is
born under The Steed may
possibly know their own
struggles. They project these
feelings onto others and burn
bridges all too quickly. The
Steed moves from place-toplace, running from harm and
searching for new places to
settle. They have spent many
a night to themselves with a
tear soaked cloth.

“Blood Moon” | Illustration by ElaNeith, DeviantArt

Mid Year Holidays
Mid Year 1st: Drigh R’Zimb
The festival of Drigh R’Zimb,
held in the hottest time of year
in Abibon-Gora, is a jubilation
held for the sun Daibethe itself.
Scholars do not know how long
Drigh R’Zimb has been held,
but it is possible the Redguards
brought the festival with them
when they came in the first era.
Mid Year 5th: Hircine’s
Summoning Day
In Daggerfall, this is the
Summoning Day for Hircine.
Mid Year 16th: Mid Year
Celebration
Today is the 16th of Mid Year,
the traditional day for the Mid

Year Celebration. Perhaps
to alleviate the annual news
of the Emperor’s latest tax
increase, the cities temples
offer blessings for only half
the donation they usually
suggest. Many so blessed feel
confident enough to enter the
(dangerous) dungeons when
they are not fully prepared, so
this joyous festival has often
been known to turn suddenly
into a day of defeat and
tragedy.
Mid Year 23rd: Dancing Day
Dancing Day is a time-honored
holiday in Daggerfall. Who
started it is questionable,
but the Red Prince Atryck

popularized it in the second era.
It is an occasion of great pomp
and merriment for all the people
of Daggerfall, from the nobles
down.
Mid Year 24th: Tibedetha
Tibedetha is middle Tamrielic
for “Tiber’s Day.” It is not
surprising that the lorddom
of Alcaire celebrates its most
famous native with a great
party. Historically, Tiber Septim
never returned once to his
beloved birthplace.
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The Tel Mora Independent Press is a publication
that thrives on the submissions, creativity, and artistry
of the Elder Scrolls community. Without our content
contributors, without submissions from writers new and
old, without the stunning artworks of the Elder Scrolls
fanbase, we would be unable to form much of anything, let
alone a literary journal of quality and caliber.

u/scourgicus of r/
elderscrollsonline had some
kind words in response to
Daniel Berryman’s Editorial
article, Too Much Stardust, Not
Enough Dirt:
Much love to Dan for the
article on Mundane lore. A
complete story (or mythos)
needs not only God’s story,
but the farmer’s. And if at all
possible, the dog’s.
u/Misticsan of r/teslore
also responded to Too Much
Stardust:
Now, the article that I liked
most was “Too much stardust,
not enough dirt”, because it
lampshades the lack of regard
for the less cosmological
side of the lore. “Everyone

“Anhaedra from The Elder Scrolls”
Illustration courtesy of psyjick, DeviantArt

Not everyone feels the need to contribute
creatively, and there is nothing wrong with that, which is
why we have this Correspondence section of The Tel Mora.
Readers of all sorts can use this space as a way
to interact with us and with our fair publication, be it with
questions, concerns, comments, arguments, or responses
to past issues.

remembers the kings and
conquerors, the grand mages
and the legendary warriors”, but
in TES not even that is true.
How many people talk
about Harald’s policies, which
built modern Skyrim, and how
many people discuss about
Wulfharth’s potential role in the
alleged Talos Oversoul? How
many people discuss about
Veloth and how many about
CHIM and the Psijic Endeavor?
How many people remember
Alessia as a human ruler with
human policies? Is the Alessian
Order’s memory limited to the
Middle Dawn?
I’ve even seen a good deal
of comments claiming that
TES lore is only interesting
or appealing due to the
metaphysics, and that without
it it’s just another fantasy
series. Mundane lore needs
more love.
Ironically, I’d say that Skyrim
provided a nice counterbalance.
Say what you want about TESV
lore, but it made discussions
about politics in TES a popular
subject. The Skyrim Civil
War, the Great War, Imperials,
Thalmor, Stormcloaks, racism,
religious freedom, immigration,
national myths and realpolitik...
Even today, fans are passionate
about those matters, probably
because they resonate in real

Correspondence

Tel Mora Correspondence

life too.
Hi, scourgicus and
Misticsan, and thanks for your
responses!
The thing about Elder Scrolls
lore that we think sets it apart
from other franchises and
fictional worlds is that there’s
a wide range of depth that can
be enjoyed, whether you’re into
culinary habits of Bosmer or
the far-reaching effects of the
Marukhati Selectives, there’s
something for you.
I think we can all agree that
TES isn’t “only appealing due to
the metaphysics,” although the
strange and unorthodox nature
of the metaphysics certainly
adds a blend of the bizarre that
few other fictions can match.

If you’ve got something to say, by
all means tell us!
Comment on our posts on
r/ teslore, r/elderscrolls, and
r/elderscrollsonline, find
us on Facebook, or send
Correspondence to
telmoraindependent@gmail.com!
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